
Your eyes have become
painfully sensitive―
even torch light hurts.

• Terrible Body Odor.
You suddenly feel
ravenously hungry.

You suddenly can't
remember anything.
Where are you? Why
are you here?

You suddenly
can't seem to speak
above a whisper.

• Hair Change:

1) curls  2) white

3) color  4) bald

Someone in the group
has been replaced―
they aren't … human.

• Height Loss―1d6 inches

            Permanent

• Weight Loss―1 stone

• Eye Color―

1) black  2) white

3) yellow  4) gray

    Permanent



You suddenly
feel very weak.

You suddenly
can't see anything.

You suddenly
can't hear anything.

You've lost your voice
completely―can't even
make a sound

You have a strong sense
that your death is near
unless you're very careful.

Your nose has become
painfully sensitive―even
smoke sickens you.

You suddenly feel
like you're dying of thirst.

• Animals are Hostile
   to the character.

• Facial Hair―loss/gain.

           Permanent

• Weight Gain―1 stone



You suddenly
can't seem to
smell anything.

You suddenly can't
seem to tell the truth―
the opposite just
comes out.

You suddenly feel
a little dizzy &
uncoordinated.

Your ears have become
painfully sensitive―even
conversation hurts.

You suddenly feel
an overwhelming need
for gold.

You suddenly feel blessed
& that you will succeed
at all you try.

• Terrible Acne

You suddenly feel
an overwhelming need
for the body―everyone
is irresistible. 

• Hair Change:

1) curls  2) white

3) color  4) bald

   Permanent

You suddenly can't
seem to speak except
very loudly―almost
shouting.
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